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use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create better products. You can always update your selection by clicking Cookie Preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, see the Privacy Statement. We use basic cookies to perform basic functions of the website, e.g. they are used to connect
you. Learn more We always actively use analytics cookies to understand how you use our websites so we can improve them, e.g. they are used to collect information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to complete a task. Learn more According to Spring 5: WebClient is a interface that represents the primary entry point for executing web
requests. It has been created as part of the Spring Web Reactive section and will replace the classic RestTemplate in these scenarios. The new client is a reactive, non-locking solution that works over the HTTP/1.1 protocol Does that mean we need to re-code for old applications that use RestTemplate if we want to upgrade in spring 5? Or is there any
solution to work with RestTemplate in Spring 5? We use RestTemplate to make calls to other services, but is it the best option? RestTemplate will be rejected in a future release and will not have significant new features added in the future. Let's see how we can use WebClient to make calls to other rest services and how it's better than
RestTemplate.RestTemplate Spring BootRestTemplate is the central class within the spring framework for performing modern client-side HTTP requests. It is very similar to the JdbcTemplate, JmsTemplate, and the various other models found in the spring frame. We can use RestTemplate using only one kit. The spring-start-starter-web kit is a starter for
building web applications. This dependency contains the class resttemplate template. RestTemplate supports all HTTP methods. RestTemplate uses the Java Servlet API, which is based on the thread model per request. This means that the thread will block up to the web receives the answer. The problem with the blocking code is due to each thread
consuming some amount of memory and cpu cycles. If we use HttpClient, then we need to pass application and (or) format parameters, setup accept headers and perform unmarshalling of the answer, all from us, but RestTemplate removes all that pain and summaries all these processes from us. WebClient Spring BootWebClient was introduced in Spring 5
as part of a web reactive framework that helps build reactive and non-blocking web applications. The main advantage of using WebClient is that it is reactive as it uses and it is also non-locking by nature and the answer will always be returned to either Mono or Flux. We can use WebClient by adding a single dependency to our project. Spring WebFlux is a
parallel version of Spring MVC and fully supports non-locking reactive streams. It supports the concept of back pressure and uses Netty as a built-in server to run reactive applications. If you are familiar with the MVC Spring programming style, you can easily work on webflux as well. Spring webflux uses a project reactor as a reactive library. The reactor is a
library of reactive currents and, as a result, all its operators support non-inhibitory backpressive. It is being developed in close collaboration with Spring. There are three main approaches to WebClient customization, depending on how widely you want the customizations to be applied. To make the range of customizations as limited as possible, join the auto-
configured WebClient.Builder and then call its methods as needed. WebClient.Builder instances are in a state: Any change in build is reflected in all clients that were subsequently created with it. If we want to create multiple customers with the same manufacturer, we can also look at cloning the manufacturer with WebClient.Builder other = builder.clone();. To
customize throughout the application, additionally customize all WebClient.Builder instances, you can register WebClientCustomizer beans and change WebClient.Builder locally at the injection site. Finally, we can go back to the original API and use WebClient.create(). In this situation, no automatic configuration or WebClientCustomizer is applied.
RestTemplate and WebClient Application in the Spring BootRestTemplate application are fairly straight forward, we only give the destination rest service address and what HTTP method to perform, and what will be the return type. WebClient is a bit difficult, we first create a WebClient instance with the destination address, then we build it by specifying the
required parameters based on our requirements, so that we determine the URI of the destination rest service and we use bodyToMono that I will explain in a while, which matches it to the specified class type. Spring WebFlux largely uses two publishers :Mono: Returns 0 or 1 item. Flow: Returns 0... N elements. A flow can be endless, which means it can
continue to emit data forever. In the example above, I've used a single one since it's a single series that I should take, but if it's a data stream you can use streaming as well. This summarizes the differences between RestTemplate WebClient and a basic idea of how to implement them in spring startup. If you find this article useful, please throw some applause
and feel free to share the article. In this tutorial, we're going to compare two of spring client's web implementations – RestTemplate and reactionary alternative to the new Spring 5 WebClient. 2. Block vs. Client Block is a common requirement in web applications to make HTTP calls to other services. Therefore, we need a web client tool. For a long time, a long
time, has offered RestTemplate as a web client removal. Under the hood, RestTemplate uses the Java Servlet API, which is based on the thread model per request. This means that the thread will be blocked until the web client receives the response. The problem with the blocking code is due to each thread consuming some amount of memory and cpu
cycles. Let's consider having a lot of incoming requests, which are waiting for some slow service required to produce the result. Sooner or later, the demands that await the results will accumulate. As a result, the application will create multiple threads that will exhaust the yarn pool or take up all available memory. We can also experience performance
degradation because of frequent cpu environment (thread) switching. 2.2. Client that does not block WebClient On the other hand, WebClient uses an asynchronous solution that does not block and is provided by the Reactive Spring box. While RestTemplate uses the caller thread for each event (HTTP call), WebClient will create something like a task for
each event. In the background, the reaction box will queue these tasks and perform them only when the appropriate response is available. The reactive frame uses an event-driven architecture. Provides means for composing asynchronous logic through the Reactive Flows API. As a result, the reactive approach can process more logic while using fewer
threads and system resources, compared to the modern/blocking method. WebClient is part of the Spring WebFlux library. Therefore, we can additionally write the customer code using a functional, fluent API with reactive formulas (Mono and Flux) as a declarative composition. 3. Example of comparison To demonstrate the differences between these two
approaches, we will need to perform performance tests with multiple simultaneous customer requests. We would see a significant performance downgrade with the blocking method after a certain number of parallel customer requests. On the other hand, the reactive/non-obstruction method should give constant odds, regardless of the number of requests. For
the purposes of this article, let's apply two final REST points, one using RestTemplate and the other using WebClient. Their task is to call another slow Rest Web service, which returns a list of tweets. For starters, we'll need the Spring Start-up Kit For WebFlux Startup: &lt;dependency&gt; &lt;groupId&gt;org.springframework.boot&lt;/groupId&gt;
&lt;artifactId&gt;spring-startup-starter-webflux&lt;/artifactId&gt; &lt;/dependency&gt; In addition, here's our slow service REST endpoint: @GetMapping (/slow-service-tweets) list&lt;Tweet&gt; getAllTweets() { Thread.sleep(2000L); // return delay Arrays.asList (new Tweet(RestTemplate rules, @user1), new Tweet (WebClient is better, @user2), new Tweet (OK,
both are useful, @user1)); 3.1. Using RestTemplate to call a slow service Let's now implement another REST endpoint that will call our slow service through the web client. First, we will use RestTemplate: @GetMapping (/tweets-lock) &lt;/Tweet&gt; &lt;/Tweet&gt; List&lt;Tweet&gt; getTweetsBlocking() { log.info(Start Blocking Controller!); final string uri =
getSlowServiceUri(); RestTemplate restTemplate = new RestTemplate(); ResponseEntity &lt;&gt; &lt;Tweet&gt;&gt; response = restTemplate.exchange(uri, HttpMethod.GET, null, new ParameterizedTypeReference &lt;&gt; &lt;Tweet&gt;&gt;&gt;(){}); List Result&lt;Tweet&gt; = response.getBody(); result.forEach(tweet -&gt; log.info(tweet.toString();log.info(Exit
from blocking controller!); return result; } When we call this endpoint because of the modern nature of RestTemplate, the code will prevent waiting for the response from our slow service. Only when the response is received will the remaining code run on this method. In the logs, we'll see: Starting controller blocking! Tweet (text= RestTemplate rules, [email
protected]) Tweet (text= WebClient is better, [email protected]) Tweet (text= OK, both are useful, [email protected]) Exit blocking controller! 3.2. Using webclient to call a slow service Second, let's use WebClient to call the slow service: @GetMapping(value = /tweets-unblocks, produces = MediaType.TEXT_EVENT_STREAM_VALUE) public Flux&lt;Tweet&gt;
getTweetsNonBlocking() { log.info(Starting non-blocking controller!)? Flux&lt;Tweet&gt; tweetFlux = WebClient.create() .get() .uri(getSlowServiceUri()) .retrieve() .bodyToFlux(Tweet.class); tweetFlux.subscribe(tweet -&gt; log.info(tweet.toString())); log.info(Exit the non-block controller!)? return tweetFlux? } In this situation, WebClient returns a Flux publisher
and the method is completed. Once the result is available, the publisher will start broadcasting tweets to its subscribers. Note that a client (in this case, a web browser) that calls this endpoint/tweets-blocking will also subscribe to the returned Flux object. Let's observe the log this time: Starting non-locking controller! Exit the controller that's not a roadblock!
Tweet(text=RestTemplate rules, [email protected]) Tweet(text=WebClient is better, [email protected]) Tweet(text=OK, both are useful, [email protected]) Note that this endpoint method was completed before the response was received. 4. Conclusion In this article, we explored two different ways of using web customers in the spring. RestTemplate uses the
Java Servlet API and is therefore modern and blocked. Instead, WebClient is asynchronous and will not block the execution thread while it waits for the response to return. Only when the answer is ready will the notification be made. RestTemplate will still be in use. In some cases, the non-exclusion approach uses far fewer system resources than the blocking
approach. Therefore, in these cases, WebClient is a preferred option. All code snippets mentioned in the article can be found on GitHub. Spring Down just announced the new Learn Spring Course, focused on the basics of Spring 5 and Spring Boot 2: &gt;&gt; CHECK OUT The rest of the way down just announced the new Learn Spring course, focused on
the basics of Spring 5 and Spring Boot 2:&lt;/Tweet&gt; &lt;/Tweet&lt;/Tweet&gt; &lt;/Tweet&lt;/Tweet&gt; &lt;/Tweet&gt; &lt;/Tweet&gt; SEE THE LESSON
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